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SOLD - 2007 50ft Crowther Southern Ocean Carbon Catamaran

Listing ID - 649205 

Description 2007 50ft Carbon Race/Cruise Catamaran

Date
Launched

2007

Length 15.24m (50ft)

Beam 9.14m (30ft)

Location Westhaven Marina, Auckland, New Zealand

Broker Clive Bennett
clive.bennett@seaboatsbrokers.com
+64 27 494 9799

Price SOLD

Price Notes Price Reduced!

 
Specification & Inventory
Triple 8 is a fast, 50 ft center pod cruiser / racer catamaran, professionally maintained to the highest standard and fitted

with the very best sails, hardware and rigging. 

Full carbon composite construction built in the US in 2007.  Triple 8 is lightweight and very strong.  Cruising at speeds in

the low 20 knots and with a top speed of over 27 knots, she is a delight to sail. Easily driven she needs very little sail to

move at 10-15kts and make 240nm days at sea.

 
Vast deck space at 30 foot wide x 50 foot long, the unique central pod contains two queen berths and bathroom, sleeping

up to 4 people.   Full headroom plus plenty of storage - a very comfortable cruiser. An alternative interior plan is included.

This has a chart table, small galley and salon table as well as 2 doubles and 4 single berths.

 

https://www.seaboats.net/
mailto:clive.bennett@seaboatsbrokers.com
tel:+64 27 494 9799


The carbon hulls, pod & curved crossbeams all unbolt for storage or shipping overseas. 888 was dismantled for

transportation by truck and shipped to NZ from USA.

888 is a development of the Crowther Southern Ocean50 catamarans: Atmoshpere, Raw Nerve and Rongtdjuuu. She

benefits from being the last and most evolved of the line. Rongtdjuuu’s design requirements were to be capable of Racing

in Australia and NZ and based in New Caledonia. This required a strong and safe boat for these demanding sea conditions

 
A feature of the hull design are the bulbs in the bows and the v section forward giving lift and keeping bows up under load.

The asymmetric carbon foils, made by the same company who makes the AC45 foils: Sterling Composites are very strong

and light.

 
888 has the latest technology and is ready to sail shorthanded or fully crewed.

Winner of the SSANZ 2011 2 handed coastal series, and runner up ( to an Orma 60 ) in both the 2010 & 2011 NZ Coastal

Classic 888 is a proven shorthanded and offshore capable catamaran.

 
Builder/Designer
Builder: Wahoo Composites USA 

Designer: Crowther / Bloomfield Innovations 

Construction: Carbon composite

 
New Antifouling

 
Measurements
LOA: 15.24m (50ft) 

Beam: 9.14m (30ft)  

Displacement: 4800kg 

Draft : Max 13' 0" Min 3’

 
Engines
It now has a new 25HP Yamaha hi thrust 4 stroke outboard

Tankage
Fuel: 40l  Potable fuel tanks

 
Accommodation
 2 Double Berths / 1 Head

 
Inventory
NEW 23m Classic Carbon Mast (non-wing, non-rotation)

Carbon prod

North Sails incl fully Carbon Battened 3DL Main with C-Tech carbon battens

North Furling A3 Gennaker

North A2 on Snuffer

North Medium & #4 Jibs

Screecher

Spare sailcloth for Med Jib

Cruising / Delivery Main, Jib & Gennaker

Harken Deck gear

Harken Radial Winches



Navtech Rams

Aramid side stays

Rod forestay

Hall Spars carbon prod

KZ race furlers

Wheel steering

Safety gear to Cat3

240v Shore Power

LED nav lights

Removable lightweight interior

Squabs

Main, Hull, Trampoline covers

Tohatsu Outboard

Head x 1 in port Hull

Spare water tanks & galley.

Nexus NXR Log, Wind , Sounder, Compass

GPS/plotter

Fusion CD, IPOD stereo

VHF

 
 























The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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